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Abstract

Many functions have been recently defined to assess the similarity among net-
works as tools for quantitative comparison, with deeply different definitions and
extents. Here we present a comparative overview of the spectral distances, high-
lighting their behavior in some basic cases of static and dynamic synthetic and
E. coli networks. We show examples where spectral distances are more effective
than classical methods in assessing network differences. In particular, we individ-
uate Ipsen-Mikhailov distance as the most robust spectral measure and we show
an example of application in a functional genomic task.

1 Introduction

The basic goal of network comparison is quantifying difference between two homogeneous objects
in some network space. The theory of network measurements relies on the quantitative description
of main properties such as degree distribution and correlation, path lenghts, diameter, clustering,
presence of motives. These and other properties have been described for complex networks in [1].
Furthermore, network measurements can be encoded into a feature vector, yelding a representation
convenient for classification tasks. The use of similarity measures on the topology of the underlying
graphs defines a different strategy, whose roots date back to the 70’s with the theory of graph dis-
tances (regarding both metrics inter- and intra-graphs [2]). Since then, a number of similarity mea-
sures have been introduced, including metrics relaxed to less stringent bounds. Cost-based functions
stems from the parallel theory of graph alignment: the edit distance and its variants use the minimum
cost of transformation of one graph into another by means of the usual edit operations - insertion and
deletion of links. Feature-based measures are instead obtained when the similarity function is based
on measurements feature vectors. One notable example in this family is the recently proposed use of
ζ-functions for network volume measurements. Finally, the label “structure-based” distance groups
all other measures that do not rely on cost functions or characteristic features. A typical example are
those measures based on functions of the maximal common subgraphs between the two networks,
or those based on the common motifs [3], i.e. patterns of interconnections occurring in complex
networks significantly more often than in randomized networks. Remarkably, equivalence of some
structure-based distance and the edit distance has been proven [4]). Although in most cases only
network topology is considered, measures were also introduced that deal with directed or weighted
links: for an example of a generic construction and an application to biological networks, see [5].
The family of spectral measures, which is investigated in this paper, is also part of the group of
structure-based distances. Basically, it consists of a variety of maps of network’s eigenvalues. The
theory of graph spectra started in the early 50’s and since then many of its aspects have been deeply
mined, including a first classification of networks. The spectral theory has been applied to biological
networks [6], where the properties of being scale-free (the degree distribution following a power law)
and small-world (most nodes are not neighbors of one another, but most nodes can be reached from
every other by a small number of hops or steps) are particularly evident. Estimates (also asymptotic)
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of the eigenvalues distribution are available for complex networks [7]. The idea of using spectral
measures for network comparison is instead only recent and it relies on similarity measures that are
functions of the network eigenvalues. However, it is important to note that, because of the exis-
tence of isospectral networks, all these measures are indeed distances between classes of isospectral
graphs: they are relatively rare (especially in real networks) and qualitatively similar. In this work, a
comparative overview of the most common spectral similarity measures and of their basic properties
is presented1: their behaviour is shown on a few synthetic benchmark datasets and on the transcrip-
tional network of E. coli. On the ground of such experiments, we choose Ipsen-Mikhailov ε distance
[8] out of the six original metrics on the ground of stability and robustness, and we conclude with
an example of application on a profiling task on a Hepatocellular Carcinoma miRNA dataset.

2 Overview of spectral similarity measures

In this section, we introduce a set of similarity measures based on the graph spectra that was re-
cently proposed in literature, following an ideal chronological timeline. The six distances described
hereafter are analytically summarized in Tab. 1. They are functions of the eigenvalues of one of the
connectivity matrices of the networks, namely: the adjacency matrix A, an N × N binary matrix
whose nonzero entries denote the links between the graph’s N nodes; the degree diagonal matrix
D with the vertex degree deg, i.e. the number of edges touching the vertex itself; the Laplacian
matrix L = D − A and the normalized (isospectral) Laplacian matrices L = D−

1
2 LD−

1
2 and

∆ = D
1
2LD−

1
2 , for D−

1
2 the diagonal matrix with entries − δij√

degi

. The first distance D1 (or,

indeed, one-parameter family of distances) was introduced as an intra-graph measure [14] and men-
tioned as an inter-graph distance by Pincombe [9], for evaluating changes in time-series of graphs.
The D1 measure is non-negative, separated, symmetric and it satisfies the triangle inequality, so it
is a metric. The more refined spectral distance D2 was introduced as a step towards reconstructing
a graph from its spectrum through a Metropolis algorithm [8]. Its definition follows the dynam-
ical interpretation of a N -nodes network as a N -atoms molecules connected by identical elastic
strings, where the pattern of connections is defined by the adjacency matrix of the corresponding
network. The dynamical system is described by the set of N differential equations whose vibra-
tional frequencies ωi are given by squared root of the eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix of the
network. The spectral density ρ(ω) for a graph is defined as the sum of Lorentz distributions
ρ(ω) = K

∑N−1
i=1

γ
(ω−ωk)2+γ2 , where γ is the common width and K is the unit area normaliza-

tion constant. A simpler measure D3 was introduced in [10] for graph matching, using the graph
edit distance as the reference baseline. The authors compute the spectrum associated to the classi-
cal adjacency matrix, Laplacian matrix, signless Laplacian matrix |L| = D + A, and normalized
Laplacian (L) matrix. They also introduce two more functions: the path length distribution and
the heat diffusion kernel ht, related to the Laplacian by the equation A similar formula D4 is pro-
posed in [11] as the squared Euclidean (L2) distance between the vectors of the Laplacian matrix.
The distance D5 is introduced in [12], aiming at comparing Internet networks topologies: the au-
thors provide both an exact and an approximated version, both expressed in terms of the normalized
Laplacian eigenvalues distribution fλ, and of a suitable weighting function µ(λ) = (1 − λ)n. The
last spectral measure D6 in this review was presented in [13] and it employs two different divergence
measures, Kullback-Leibler (KL) and Jensen-Shannon. The Kullback-Leibler divergence measure
KL(p1, p2) =

∑
x∈X p1(x) log p1(x)

p2(x) for two probability distributions p1, p2 is not a metric, because
is not symmetric and it does not satisfy the triangle inequality. To overcome this problem, the author
consider the Jensen-Shannon JS measure, which is the symmetrization of KL.

3 Benchmarking experiments

In this section, we demonstrate the use of the distances in Tab. 1 in the comparison of net-
work topologies in a controlled situation. To such aim, we constructed three synthetic benchmark
datasets, detailed hereafter. All simulations have been performed within the R statistical environ-
ment. Throughout all simulations, we kept, for each distance, the parameter values as in the ref-
erence paper wherever possible, e.g., γ = 0.08 for the scale of the Lorentz distribution in D2; the

1An extended version of this paper can be found on arXiv:1005.0103
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Table 1: Spectral graph distances: distance label, formula, involved connectivity matrix and liter-
ature reference for the six considered spectral measures. For distance D3, many different matrices
can be considered; in the experiments of the present work, only the heat diffusion kernel ht has been
used.

Distance Formula Conn. Mat. Ref.

D1 dk(G, H) =
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L [9]

D2 ε(G, H) =

√∫ ∞

0

[ρG(ω)− ρH(ω)]2dω L [8]

D3 dM (G, H) =

√√√√N−1∑
i=0

(
λ

(G,M)
i − λ

(H,M)
i

)2

(ht) [10]

D4 d(G, H) =
N−1∑
i=0

(
λ

(G,L)
i − λ

(H,L)
i

)2

L [11]

D5 d(G, H) =
∫

λ

(1− λ)4 (fλ,G(λ)− fλ,H(λ))2 dλ L [12]

D6 d(G, H) =
√

JS(fG, fH) L [13]

heat diffusion kernel in D3; the time t = 3.5 for the kernel in distance D3. For D1 we chose to
use the bN

2 c largest eigenvalues. The simulated topologies are generated within the R statistical
environment by means of the simulator provided by the package netsim [15], producing networks
that reproduce principal characteristics of transcriptional regulatory networks. The simulator takes
into account the scale-free distribution of the connectivity and constructs networks whose clustering
coefficient is independent of the number of nodes in the network. All random graphs are generated
by keeping the default values of netsim for the structural parameters. In the first experiment we
consider a random network A on N vertices and we compare it with the full connected network with
the same number of nodes F , the complemental network A and a matrix Ap obtained from A by
modifying (inserting/deleting) about the p% of the nodes. For smoothing purposes, the process is
repeated b times to obtain the first benchmarking dataset B1(b, N, p). Because of the small number
of links in the original matrix, the 5% perturbation mostly reflects in links insertion. On average,
the density of the original graph A can be expressed by the relation l ' 1.7N − 5, where l is the
number of links and N the number of vertices. In the second experiment we simulate a time-series
of T networks on N nodes starting from a randomly generated graph S1, where each successive
element Si of the series is generated from its ancestor Si−1 by randomly modifying p% of the links.
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Again b = 50 instances of the series are created and collected into the second benchmarking dataset
B2(b, T, N, p). With this strategy, the number of existing links is increasing with the series index,
being the original adjacency matrix almost sparse. The starting matrix S1 has on average 38.1±5.2
nodes, while the last element of the series S20 has 132.3±8.2. The third experiment is based on
a benchmark dataset B3(b, T, N, nd, na). Starting from B2(b, T, N, p), different perturbations are
applied: each successive element Si of the series is generated from its ancestor Si−1 by randomly
deleting nd links and adding na links. By construction, the number of existing links for all elements
of the series is constant.

In Exp. 1 the six distances D1-D6 were applied on 4 instances of B1(50, N, 5) for N =
10, 20, 25, 100 and distances between the original graph A and the three companion matrices F ,
A and Ap were computed. Distance D4 spans a considerably wider range than other measures, due
to the absence of the square root in the comparison of the Laplacian spectra, while D5 is restricted
into a very small interval. The same distance D4 also shows a high dependency on the dimension
of the considered matrices and the number of the links. The best stability in terms of the relative
standard deviation σ/µ is reached by D2 and D4. Furthermore, D2, differently from all other mea-
sures, is almost independent of the number of vertices. Finally, D6 is the only measure that, in the
cases with N > 10, gives a lower distance for F than for A. For Exp. 2, the benchmark dataset
B2(50, 20, 25, 5) was used. Distances between consecutive elements (Si, Si+1) of the series (de-
fined Step i) were computed: results are averaged on the 50 replicates. For all D1-D6, distance
decreases for increasing steps, although on different ranges (as already pointed out for Exp. 1)
and with different widths for the confidence intervals. D3 and D5 decrease more quickly for initial
steps, so they are less useful when comparing large networks. To better highlight similarities and
differences among the distances regardless of their ranges of values, we also computed their mutual
correlations. All correlation values are quite high, ranging from 0.8225 to 0.9970: D3 and D5 are
mutually strongly correlated, but they tend to separate from the other distances, as evidenced both
from the global correlation values and the scatter plot profiles distancing from the panel diagonals.
Finally, Experiment 3 was performed on the benchmark dataset B3(50, 20, 25, 5, 5). Since the dif-
ference between consecutive pairs of elements of the series is quite similar throughout all the steps,
as expected all distances show a nearly constant trend. The obscillations around the mean value are
nevertheless strongly varying among different measures. In particular, distance D3 is anticorrelated
to all distances but D5; furthermore only in 4 cases out of 15 we obtain a correlation value higher
than 0.7, with again D1, D2, D4 and D6 forming a group of more similar behaviour. Possible
hierarchy of the six distances was explored by clustering. The clusters have average linkage and the
correlation distance cd(·, ·) = 1−Corr(·, ·) is used as the dissimilarity measure. Although there is an
appreciable coherence among measures on macroscopic trends, when downscaling to microscopic
trends correlations get much looser. Distances D1, D2, D4, D6 seem to group together, while D3
has a more erratic behaviour. Finally, a wide range difference occurs in the cluster heights between
the two experiments: the homogeneous macroscopic situation of Exp. 2 has a narrower height span
than the microscopic case in Exp. 3. The full set of results, with figures and tables can be found in
[16].

4 A regulatory network example

To conclude with, we apply D1-D6 to three different perturbations of the transcriptional interactions
network2 in Escherichia coli, described in [17]. The transcriptional database contains 577 inter-
actions between 116 TFs and 419 operons. Starting from an existing database (RegulonDB3), the
authors added 35 new TFs, including alternative sigma factors, and over a hundred new interac-
tions from the literature. The original adjacency network (without self-interactions) consists of 420
vertices and 519 (undirected) links. To show the influence on distances, we compare the distances
between the original network and the three networks obtained by silencing out (thus deleting the link
involving such vertex) the activator/repressor factor crp and the two repressor factors frn and himA,
having respectively 72, 22 and 21 links. In Tab. 2 we list the value of the distances between the orig-
inal network EC and its three perturbations, denoted respectively as ECcrp, ECfnr and EChimA.
All distances seem to be heavily dependent on the number of removed links: for all six distances,

2Publicly available at http://www.weizmann.ac.il/mcb/UriAlon/Network motifs in
coli/ColiNet-1.1/

3http://regulondb.ccg.unam.mx/
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Table 2: Distances between EC and the perturbed networks ECcrp, ECfnr and EChimA.

Network Links D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6
(EC,ECcrp) 519 vs 453 0.418 0.085 8.711 2191.9 1.01178·10−3 0.555
(EC,ECfnr) 519 vs 497 0.058 0.023 0.191 41.4 0.01256·10−3 0.083

(EC,EChimA) 519 vs 498 0.056 0.065 5.187 44.4 0.43315·10−3 0.404
(ECcrp,ECfnr) 453 vs 497 0.557 0.074 6.938 2140.9 0.82079·10−3 0.479

(ECcrp,EChimA) 453 vs 498 0.557 0.072 0.982 2138.1 0.26794·10−3 0.180
(ECfnr,EChimA) 497 vs 498 0.023 0.071 3.730 10.2 0.30303·10−3 0.357

D(EC,ECcrp) > D(EC,ECfnr), D(EC,EChimA). Nevertheless, when the number of removed
links are almost equal, such relation is not valid anymore. The distance D(EC,EChimA) is com-
parable to D(EC,ECfnr) for D = D1, D4, while the former is much bigger than the latter for all
other distances. The explanation is in the quite different structure of the two networks ECfnr and
EChimA, although being obtained silencing out almost the same number of links from the original
network. The intrinsic structural difference between ECfnr and EChimA is indeed highlighted by
the remarkable variation in the size of the respective group of automorphisms. For instance, the
structure of EChimA is almost e347.4488−341.4692 ' 400 times more symmetric than ECfnr. From
this point of view, spectral distances can greatly help in analyzing subtle differences between net-
works where more classical methods are not helping much. As an example, the leading Laplacian
eigenvalue is commonly used when network structure, because it is a good indicator of the stabil-
ity and the local dynamics [18]. For instance here this value is of no help, since EC, ECfnr and
EChimA have essentially the same leading eigenvalue; nevertheless the spectral distances, encoding
information coming from the whole spectrum, can better separate very similar networks: in par-
ticular, D2 seems to achieve the msot significant results. Both the synthetic and the biological set
of experiments indicate Ipsen-Mikhailow D2 distance as the most reliable metric, both in terms of
stability and robustness in terms of being less prone to odd behaviours.

5 Association with profiling

In this section we show the use of the ε distance in a functional genomic task associating a pro-
filing problem with the construction of relevance networks [19] on different classes of samples.
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(a) M Tumorous (b) M Non Tumorous

Figure 1: Relevance network at correlation 0.85 for (a) the HCC tissues and (b) the healthy controls
for the male patients, with top-20 ranked features marked as red nodes.
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Table 3: Ipsen-Mikhailov distances are reported among all six networks at correlation threshold
0.85, on the whole set of 210 miRNA (upper triangular) or on the top-20 set of optimal features
(lower triangular). M=Male patients, F=Female patients, T=Tumoral tissue, N=Non-tumoral tissue.

(M + F )T (M + F )N MT MN FT FN

(M + F )T 0.338 0.068 0.346 0.441 0.822
(M + F )N 0.192 0.292 0.052 0.168 0.502

MT 0.537 0.382 0.300 0.401 0.777
MN 0.562 0.723 1.043 0.175 0.499
FT 0.347 0.281 0.417 0.779 0.422
FN 0.645 0.785 1.121 0.175 0.830

We start out from the hepatocellular carcinoma dataset introduced in the paper [20] and later used in
[21], publicly available at the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/geo/) at the accession number GSE6857. The dataset collects 482 tissue samples from 241
patients affected by hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). For each patients, a sample from cancerous
hepatic tissue and a sample from surrounding non-cancerous hepatic tissue are available, hybridized
on the Ohio State University CCC MicroRNA Microarray Version 2.0 platform consisting of 11520
probes collecting expressions of 250 non-redundant human and 200 mouse microRNA (miRNA).
After a preprocessing phase including imputation of missing values as in [22] and discarding probes
corresponding to non-human (mouse and controls) miRNA, we end up with the dataset HCC of
240+240 paired samples described by 210 human miRNA. We perform three profiling experiments
aimed at differentiating the two classes of samples (cancerous and non-cancerous) within the whole
set HCC, in the subset HCCM of the 210+210 samples belonging to male patients and in the subset
HCCF of the 30+30 samples belonging to female patients. Mimicking the procedure in [20], we
set up an experiment whose Data Analysis Protocol (DAP) consists of 1000 runs of a 10-fold Cross
Validation.

The Spectral Regression Discriminant Analysis algorithm (SRDA for short, see [23]) is chosen as
the classifier with parameter α = 100. The feature ranking algorithm is the Entropy-based Re-
cursive Feature Elimination (E-RFE, [24]), discarding at each step a bunch of features according
to the shape of the distribution of the classifier weights. Classifier performance are computed as
MCC averaged on the 1000 test set for models with different number of features, with confidence
intervals as 95% student bootstrap. The homogeneity level of the 10000 ranked lists generated in
each profiling experiment by the 100x10-CV DAP we use the stability indicator I introduced in [25]
defined as the mean of mutual Canberra distances among the lists, normalized with respect to the
whole set of possible permutations. The smaller the indicator value, the higher the stability level
of the lists, with 0 corresponding to a set of 10000 identical lists and 1 to a set of randomly ranked
lists. In all the three task the classifier can discriminate very well the two classes with a small and

Figure 2: Multidimensional scaling of the distances among all six relevance networks of Tab. 3,
for the complete set of miRNA (a) and the top-20 subset (b). In panel (c), evolutions of distances
between 4 couples of dynamic relevance networks as a function of the correlation threshold.
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consistent (high stability) set of features. In particular, for all tasks, the model with 20 features is a
reasonable compromise between classifier performance, list stability and small number of features,
so we identify it as the optimal model for the investigated task The corresponding MCC values (with
CI) are 0.845 (0.839,0.850) for HCC, 0.931 (0.927,0.934) for HCCM and 0.859 (0.846,0.871) for
HCCF , with stability indicator values 0.166, 0.323 and 0.349, respectively. Then the optimal list for
each of the three problems is computed as the top-20 sublist of the whole Borda list [25]. 16 miRNA
are common to at least 2 of the top-20 models: in particular, 7 are common to all the three problems
(221-prec, 222-precNo1, 26a-1No2, 021-prec-17No1, 099-prec-21, 128b-precNo1, 21No1). Most
of them are already known in literature to be associated with hepatocellular carcinoma. We build
now the relevance (o co-expression) networks for the two classes of samples in the three classifica-
tion tasks considered. We recall that, in its simplest form, a weighted gene coexpression networks N
on n genes g1, . . . , gn is defined in terms of the adjacency matrix as AN (gi, gj) = f(|cor(xi,xj)|β),
where xi is the vector of the expression of gene gi across the considered samples, β ≥ 1 and f is

a thresholding function, e.g., f(x) =
{

1 for x > 0.8
0 otherwise

. In Fig. 1 we show an example of the rel-

evance networks at threshold 0.85 for two of the considered cases: in general, the number of links
in the healthy tissue case is always larger than in the cancerous tissue case, but such difference is
less appreciable for female patients. In Tab. 3 the Ipsen-Mikhailov distances are reported among all
six networks at correlation threshold 0.85, either on the whole set of 210 miRNA or on the top-20
set of optimal features. The multidimensional scaling projection of the two set of distances is dis-
played in Fig. 2. The distances among networks show that there are substantial differences not only
between the Tumorous/NonTumorous tissue samples, but also between Male and Female patients,
both on the cancerous and the surrounding healthy tissue relevance networks. In particular, it can be
pointed out that the networks corresponding to the tumoral tissue for female patients has a deeply
different structure with respect to all other networks, while the differences between the models on
all patients and those on the sole male population are smaller: this might also be an effect of the dif-
ferent numerosity between male and female patients (210 versus 30). Finally, in Fig. 2(c) we show
how distances between four couples of networks (Male/Female, Tumorous/Non-Tumorous) evolve
with the correlation threshold travelling between 0.1 and 0.9. A few observations can be immediatly
drawn from the 4 plotted curves: (i) The two closest networks along the correlation threshold are
those corresponding to the Control tissue; (ii) The curves have a classwise related trend across gen-
der: the two curves expressing respectively the distance in the Tumorous tissue case between Male
and Female patients and the corresponding curve for the Control tissue have a similar shape (at least
up to correlation threshold 0.8); (iii) As shown by the multidimensional scaling plot in Fig. 2(a-b),
for Female patients, the Tumoral network is quite distant from the Control one, hilighting a wider
biological transformation caused by the disease than in Male patients. Finally, we can conclude
observing that Ipsen-Mikhailov distance can be an effective tool for helping in finding out a suitable
correlation threshold for the relevance network, in order to better focus on interesting phenomena
occuring between networks of different classes, from which to deduce biological insights on the
underlying process.
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